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Abstract
LTE-WLAN aggregation (LWA) combines the radio resources of LTE and WLAN to take advantage of Wi-Fi’s high
availability and indoor coverage, which provides better usage of both WLAN and LTE. In LWA, a user data radio bearer
(DRB) is split if its packets are delivered through both LTE and Wi-Fi. For a split DRB, it is important to determine the LTEto-WLAN ratio (LWR) or the ratio of packets delivered by LTE over WLAN. Based on WLAN’s Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI), we propose a simple LWR selection rule. Using this rule, we describe a user plane implementation for
LWA, where the adaptive LWA routing procedure can be easily implemented in the Radio Resource Management (RRM) and
the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer at the LTE eNB. In our implementation, the maximum LWA throughput
is 99.14 percent of the optimal cases, and the packet loss rates are less than 0.0042 percent.
Keywords Data Radio Bearer (DRB) · LTE-WLAN aggregation (LWA) · LTE-to-WLAN ratio (LWR) ·
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) · Split DRB

1 Introduction
Unlicensed spectrum has the potential to open up additional
capacity for networks to support the licensed bands used to
deliver LTE, and has increasingly attracted much attention
to mobile operators. Unlicensed spectrum is particularly
suited to indoor deployments, which is a key market for
mobile operators as roughly 80 percent of wireless data is
consumed indoors. However, mobile operators risk running
into problem as unlicensed LTE and Wi-Fi signals battle for
position in the same frequency bands. LTE-U and License
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Assisted Access (LAA) [1] introduce a new unlicensed
protocol that requires a listen before talk mechanism to
fight with Wi-Fi for access to certain frequency bands. This
approach requires the mobile operators to make extra (and
probably expensive) deployment. By utilizing Wi-Fi to carry
LTE traffic, LTE and Wi-Fi Link Aggregation (LWA) is a
more palatable way to bring LTE and WLAN together [2].
Unlike LTE-U and LAA, LWA rather cleverly uses the wellestablished Wi-Fi protocols and coexistence mechanisms to
carry LTE traffic to offer exceptionally fast data speeds.
Figure 1 demonstrates an LWA prototype of the Industrial
Technology Research Institute (ITRI). The User Equipment
(UE; Fig. 1a) accesses the LTE network through the eNB
(LTE base station; Fig. 1b), and sends/receives packets
to/from external networks through the Serving Gateway (SGW; Fig. 1c). To implement LWA, the Wi-Fi APs (Fig. 1d)
are connected to the eNB, and every downlink data stream
from the S-GW to the UE can be split at the eNB into two
branches targeting at either LTE or WLAN.
LWA trials have been conducted (see [3] and the references therein). ITRI and MediaTek (MTK) in Taiwan have
collaborated to develop the Time Division Duplex (TDD)
LWA technology demonstrated in the Mobile World Congress
(MWC) 2016 [4]. ITRI has pushed the peak throughput
of LWA to 450 Mbps with carrier aggregation (150 Mbps
for LTE and 300 Mbps for Wi-Fi) for multiple UEs. In
an enhanced version, the peak downlink throughput of the
eNB is 900 Mbps, where the eNB transmits 200 Mbps LTE
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selection rule. Finally, the conclusions are provided for the
adaptive routing of split DRBs.

2 The LWA user plane implementation

Fig. 1 The LWA prototype of ITRI

data to a UE by carrier aggregation and transmits 700 Mbps
data to a PC via a Wi-Fi AP. Both the UE and the PC can
receive data without packet loss under the target bit rates.
3GPP defines the load balancing function to mitigate
uneven distribution of the traffic load over multiple cells [5].
Specifically, the data streams of the UEs or the data radio
bearers (DRBs) are managed to balance an eNB’s workload.
In LWA, load balancing can also be achieved by switching
a DRB between either LTE or WLAN, or splitting a DRB
between LTE and WLAN with an appropriate ratio.
In February 2017 Chunghwa Telecom (CHT) has
launched the first LWA commercial service in the world
and conducted many measurements in National Chiao Tung
University [6]. We found that the performance of LWA
is significantly affected by switching and/or splitting the
DRBs. In [3], we have reported the LWA development of
the eNB at ITRI with various switched LWA policies. In this
paper we focus on splitting LWA. The paper is organized
as follows. We first describe ITRI’s LWA user plane implementation at the eNB. Then the ITRI’s LWA routing procedure is elaborated based on the proposed split policy. We
investigate the packet loss and the throughput performance
for ITRI LWA, and propose a LTE-to-WLAN ratio (LWR)

Fig. 2 ITRI eNB hardware

This section elaborates on the LWA user plane implementation of the ITRI LTE eNB [7]. The hardware of the ITRI
LTE eNB and the major components are labelled in Fig. 2,
where the heart is the Texas Instruments TCI6638K2K Multicore System-on-Chip (SoC; see Fig. 2 ) [8]. Figure 2 also
illustrates the eNB function block diagram with the details
of TCI6638K2K, which provides the interfaces (i.e., Fig. 2g
).
and l) to control other components (i.e., Fig. 2
In TCI6638K2K SoC, the ARM CorePac (Fig. 2a) integrates four 1.4 GHz ARM Cortex-A15 processors to implement the LTE layer 2 protocols. The DSP CorePac (Fig. 2b)
contains eight 1.0/1.2 GHz TMS320C66x digital signal processors to realize the LTE PHY functionalities. The Memory
Subsystem (Fig. 2c) stores the data to be accessed by other
hardware components. The Network Coprocessors (Fig. 2d)
includes the TI Keystone Architecture Packet Accelerator
(Fig. 2e) [9] to accelerate the packet processing and Security Accelerator (Fig. 2f) [10]. Specifically, the Security
Accelerator performs encryption and authentication operations on the Packet Data Units (PDUs). TCI6638K2K
) and
supports several peripheral interfaces (Fig. 2
details of these peripherals are omitted. The remainder of
this section focuses on the components used in the LWA
implementation (e.g., the ARM CorePac and the Network
Coprocessors).
Figure 3 illustrates the LWA user plane tasks implemented by ITRI. To provide high computing performance
for the eNB, these tasks are executed on the ARM CorePac
processors (Fig. 2a) in parallel. The GTP Data Receiving
Task (Fig. 3a) implements the GTP-U Handler software
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Fig. 3 ITRI’s LWA user plane
tasks

(Fig. 3f) executed at Processor 3 utilizing the Packet Accelerator (Fig. 2a and e). The Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) Task (Fig. 3b) implements the PDCP protocol
[12] executed at Processor 4 using the Security Accelerator (Fig. 2a and f). The Radio Link Control (RLC) Task
(Fig. 3c) is also executed at Processor 4. The WLAN Data
Transmitting Task (Fig. 3d) is executed at Processor 1. The
configuration of the Packet Accelerator and the Security
Accelerator, the tasks for the control plane, management,
and OS are executed at Processor 2.
The user plane of the ITRI eNB connects to the S-GW
(Fig. 3e) through Ethernet Port 1 (Fig. 2 ). The interface is
S1-U where the GPRS Tunneling Protocol User Plane (GTPU) is exercised [11]. When the eNB receives a GTP-U
packet, the GTP Data Receiving Task activates the Packet
Accelerator to perform packet processing operations such as
packet reception and transmission, header classification, and
checksum generation. Then the GTP-U Handler parses the
GTP-U header of the packet to retrieve the Tunnel Endpoint
Identifier (TEID) information. Based on the retrieved TEID,
this packet is mapped to the corresponding DRB.
The GTP-U packet is stored in a circular buffer (Fig. 3g)
of the Memory Subsystem (Fig. 2c). To avoid timeconsuming memory copy, this buffer is implemented as
shared memory to be accessed by all user plane tasks, which
includes a write pointer to indicate the next free buffer
element and a read pointer pointing to the next used buffer
element. The PDCP Task processes the packets according to
the Quality Class Identifiers (QCIs) of the DRBs. To process
the packets with priorities, multiple circular buffers can be
implemented to separately handle DRBs of different QCIs.
The PDCP Task implements the PDCP software (Fig. 3h
and k) specifically. The Entity Dispatching subtask (Fig. 3h)
uses the read pointer to obtain the next incoming GTP-U

packet, and dispatches the packet to the corresponding
PDCP entity according to the DRB indicated by the GTP-U
Handler. Every DRB is handled by one PDCP entity that is
composed of three subtasks. If ciphering is enabled for the
DRB, the Ciphering subtask (Fig. 3i) instructs the Security
Accelerator to encrypt the packet. The PDCP Header
Encoding subtask (Fig. 3j) generates the PDCP header
consisting of the data/control flag and the sequence number.
Then the Routing subtask (Fig. 3k) dispatches the packet to
LTE (Fig. 3l) or WLAN (Fig. 3o) for transmission according
to the predefined routing procedure.
The RLC Task carries out the RLC protocol [13], which
performs data transfer in one of three modes: Transparent
Mode (TM), Unacknowledge Mode (UM) and Acknowledge Mode (AM). LWA requires the RLC to perform
AM data transfer. To transmit a packet through LTE, the
RLC Task retrieves the packet from the RLC Message
Queue (Fig. 3l), and the AM Data Transferring subtask
(Fig. 3m) performs the AM data transmit operations. Then
the LTE MAC/PHY (Fig. 3n) processes the packet at
the Media Access Control and the Physical Layers, and
instructs the RF module (Fig. 2 ) to send the packet to the
UE through the Antenna InterFace (AIF; Fig. 2k).
On the other hand, the WLAN Transmitting Task
retrieves the next packet in the WLAN Message Queue
(Fig. 3o), and the LWAAP subtask (Fig. 3p) prepends oneoctet DRB ID to the packet so that the UE can identify the
DRB corresponding to this packet. Then the Ether Header
Encoding subtask (Fig. 3q) generates the 14-octet Ether
header used in the Layer 2 (L2) Bridge that is the interface
between the LTE eNB and the Wi-Fi Access Point (AP; see
Fig. 3r). To distinguish this LWA packet from the ordinary
WLAN packets, the Ether type of the LWA packet is set
to 0x9E65. The WLAN AP sends the packet to the Wi-Fi
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AP through Ethernet Port 2 (Fig. 2
delivers the packet to the UE.

), and the Wi-Fi AP

3 The adaptive LWA routing procedure
This section describes an adaptive LWA routing procedure
implemented in the Routing subtask (Fig. 3k). When an
LWA capable UE attaches to the LTE eNB, the LWA
function is activated if the WLAN signal (i.e., the Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)) is strong enough. If
the LWA is activated, an LWA routing procedure is
executed for the downlink transmission. In [3], we gave the
details of the LWA control plane procedures (e.g., LWA
activation, WLAN measurement, and LWA mobility), and
described the LWA functional block in the Radio Resource
Management (RRM) that handles the WLAN measurement
report and controls the downlink data path of an LWA
capable UE. In this paper, we propose an adaptive LWA
routing procedure for split DRBs, which is exercised among
the UE, the PDCP and the RRM of the eNB. The procedure
is described in the following steps.
Step1 [Initialization]. The LTE eNB initiates the WLAN
measurements. Specifically, the eNB’s Radio Resource
Control (RRC)/RRM sends the Measurement Configuration message to request the UE to measure the RSSIs of
the neighboring WLAN APs. This message configures
the band indicator (2.4GHz or 5GHz), the WLAN carrier
information (e.g., operating class, country code and channel), and the WLAN ID. Based on this configuration, the
UE periodically reports the measurement results.
Step 2 [LWR adjustment]. The UE sends the eNB the
WLAN measurement results including the WLAN RSSI,
the WLAN admission capacity, the backhaul bandwidth,
and the station count. The RRM of the eNB utilizes
the received WLAN RSSI to determine the LWR for
transmission by looking up Table 1. This table uses two
parameters LTE MAX and WLAN MAX to describe the
optimal LWR under various WLAN RSSIs. That is, the
selected ratio is LTE MAX/WLAN MAX obtained from

Table 1. Generation of Table 1 will be described in the
next section.
Steps 3 and 4 [LWR adjustment]. The RRC/RRM
sends the PDCP LWA CONFIG REQ message to the
PDCP. The PDCP stores the new LWA configuration that
contains the LWR. Then the PDCP informs the RRC/
RRM of the result with the PDCP LWA CONFIG CFM
message. Then the packets are routed in “cycles”. In
every cycle, the PDCP first routes LTE MAX packets through LTE, and then routes WLAN MAX packets
through WLAN, where LTE MAX/ WLAN MAX is the
selected LWR ratio.
Step 5 [Packet routing]. The PDCP (Fig. 3b) routes a
downlink packet through either LTE or WLAN using two
variables lte no and wlan no. These two variables
record the numbers of the LTE and the WLAN packets
that have been transmitted in a cycle. A flag F= “LTE”
or “WLAN” is used to indicate where to route the next
packet.
Step 5.1. The PDCP routing subtask (Fig. 3k) sets
lte no and wlan no to 0, and F= “LTE”.
Step 5.2. Upon receipt of a GTP-U packet from the
S-GW, the eNB GTP-U Handler (Fig. 3f) decodes
the GTP-U header and sends the packet to the PDCP
through the PDCP DRB DATA IND message. The
packet is encoded to a PDCP PDU by the PDCP Task
[12]. If F= “LTE”, go to Step 5.3. Otherwise, go to
Step 5.4.
Step 5.3. The packet is sent to the RLC Message
Queue (Fig. 3l), and is delivered through LTE. The
PDCP routing subtask increments lte no by one and
checks if lte no is equal to LTE MAX. If so, F=
“WLAN”. Go to Step 5.2.
Step 5.4. The packet is sent to the WLAN Message
Queue (Fig. 3o), and is delivered through WLAN. The
PDCP routing subtask increments wlan no by one.
If wlan no is equal to WLAN MAX, go to Step 5.1.
Otherwise, go to Step 5.2.
Note that Step 5 (Packet routing) is executed in parallel with
Steps 2-4 (LWR adjustment).

Table 1 WLAN RSSI and the optimal LWR
WLAN RSSI (dBm)

LTE MAX:WLAN MAX

LWR

> −50
−55
−60
−65
−70
−75
< −75

1:3
2:5
4:7
2:3
3:4
8:9
1:0

1/3
2/5
4/7
2/3
3/4
8/9
∞

4 Splitting LWA performance and the LWR
selection
This section investigates the packet loss and the throughput
of ITRI LWA. The experiment environment includes the
UEs manufactured by MediaTek (MTK; Fig. 1a), ITRI eNB
(Fig. 1b), the S-GW developed by ITRI (Fig. 1c) and the
Wi-Fi APs (commercial TP-Link Archer C9; Fig. 1d). We
use the Wi-Fi Attenuator (Fig. 1e) to attenuate the Wi-Fi
signal so that we can measure the throughput under various
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Wi-Fi signal strengths. We use iPerf [14] to measure the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) downlink throughput and
calculate the packet loss according to the PDCP Status
Report obtained from the UE [12]. We also conducted the
experiments with two UEs. The results are similar, and will
not be shown here.
Note that since the LTE provides the Hybrid Automatic
Repeat reQuest (HARQ) mechanism and the LWA exercises
AM DRBs, no LTE packet loss is found in our experiments.
The calculation of the WLAN packet loss is illustrated in
the Appendix. Figure 4 shows how the WLAN packet loss
is affected by the following parameters.
The effect of LWR. For a fixed RSSI, the packet loss rate
increases as the LWR decreases. For example, for RSSI=50 dBm, when the LWR decreases from 1 to 1/3, the
packet loss rates increase by 298 percent (for 150 Mbps)
and 247 percent (for 200 Mbps), respectively.
The effect of Throughput (Packet Arrival Rate).
When the throughput increases, the packet loss rate
increases. For LWR=1, when the throughput increases
from 150 Mbps to 200 Mbps, the packet loss rates
increase by 273 percent (for RSSI=-50 dBm), 205 percent (for RSSI=-60 dBm) and 90 percent (for RSSI=-70
dBm), respectively.
The effect of RSSI. When the RSSI increases, the packet
loss rate decreases. For LWR=1, when RSSI increases
from −70 dBm to −50 dBm, the packet loss rates
decrease by 87 percent (for 150 Mbps) and 75 percent
(for 200 Mbps), respectively. When the RSSI is lower
than −75 dBm, the sequence number gap between
the LTE and the WLAN packet transmissions is too
large to be handled by the PDCP reordering mechanism
explained in the Appendix. In this scenario, the LWA is
not exercised.
Although the above discussion shows that by changing
the RSSI values, LWR and throughput parameters may
significantly affect the packet loss rate, for all parameter
Fig. 4 The WLAN packet loss
rate against the throughput

values considered in our experiments, the packet loss rates
are always less than 0.0042 percent.
Now we investigate the throughput performance for LWA
and show how to select the LWR values based on the WLAN
RSSIs. We first conduct the experiments to measure the
LWA throughputs under various WLAN RSSIs. Let TR,L
be the maximum LWA throughput when the WLAN RSSI
is R dBm and the LWR is L. For L = ∞ (i.e., WLAN is
disabled), we measure the maximum throughput T−,∞ for
pure LTE, which is
T−,∞ = 104Mbps

(1)

Then we measure the maximum throughputs TR,0 for pure
WLAN with various R values, which are
T−50,0 = 312Mbps, T−55,0 = 248Mbps,
T−60,0 = 185Mbps

(2)

and
T−65,0 = 156Mbps, T−70,0 = 134Mbps,
T−75,0 = 117Mbps

(3)

Let
TR =

max TR,L

1/4<L<2

be the maximum of the maximum LWA throughputs for
a fixed WLAN RSSI R. Figure 5 plots the maximum
LWA throughput TR,L against the WLAN RSSI R and the
LWR L, where the dashed curve represents TR . The figure
indicates that
T−50 = T−50,l1/3 = 412Mbps,
T−55 = T−55,2/5 = 346Mbps

(4)

T−60 = T−60,4/7 = 285Mbps,
T−65 = T−65,2/3 = 255Mbps

(5)

T−70 = T−70,3/4 = 234Mbps,
T−75 = T−75,8/9 = 218Mbps

(6)
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Fig. 5 TR,L against the WLAN
RSSI R and the LWR L

From (1)-(6), we observe the following rule:
The LWR Selection Rule For a fixed RSSI R, the maximum
TR of the maximum LWA throughputs occurs at LWR L
where L = T−,∞ /TR,0 , and
TR = TR,L ≈ T−,∞ + TR,0

(7)

Substitute (1), (2) and (3) into (7) to yield
T−50 ≈ 416Mbps(L = 104/312 ≈ 1/3),
T−55 ≈ 352Mbps(L = 104/248 ≈ 2/5)

(8)

T−60 ≈ 289Mbps(L = 104/185 ≈ 4/7),
T−65 ≈ 260Mbps(L = 104/156 ≈ 2/3)

(9)

T−70 ≈ 238Mbps(L = 104/134 ≈ 3/4),
T−75 ≈ 221Mbps(L = 104/117 ≈ 8/9)

(10)

The LWR selection rule is validated by comparing (4),
(5) and (6) with (8), (9) and (10). That is, TR occurs at
L = T−,∞ /TR,0 in the measurements (4, 5, and 6), and the
discrepancies between the measurements of TR and Eq. 7
are within 1.93 percent.
Based on the LWR selection rule, we generate Table 1 to
be used at Step 2 in the previous section. Then we conduct
Fig. 6 Comparing the adaptive
and the optimal LWA routing
procedures

a series of experiments that dynamically change the WLAN
RSSIs to see if the adaptive LWA routing procedure works.
We illustrate the results of two experiment scenarios in this
section. The results of other experiments are similar and will
not be presented.
Scenario 1 The RSSI is set to −55 dBm during the first
4 seconds, and then set to −65 dBm during 4-9 seconds,
−75 dBm during 9-14 seconds, −70 dBm during 14-19
seconds, −60 dBm during 19-24 seconds, and −50 dBm
during 24-29 seconds.
Scenario 2 The RSSI is set to −65 dBm during the first 4
seconds, and then set to −75 dBm during 4-14 seconds,
−70 dBm during 14-24 seconds, and −60 dBm during
24-29 seconds.
In both scenarios, we compare the adaptive LWA routing
procedure with the fixed LWA approach (where the LWR
value is pre-set and is fixed during the life time of a
DRB). We use an optimal LWA routing procedure to
produce an upper bound of the throughput performance
for the dynamically changed RSSI. This procedure always
yields the maximum LWA throughput as the RSSI changes.
Figure 6 compares TR,L of Scenarios 1 and 2 for the
adaptive and the optimal LWA routing procedures, where
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Fig. 7 The average throughputs

L = A for the adaptive LWA routing procedure and L = O
for the optimal LWA routing procedure. The figure plots
four types of curves: the TR,A curves, the TR,O curves, and
the RSSI curves for Scenarios 1 and 2 (the dashed curves).
The figure indicates that the adaptive procedure nicely
captures the changing RSSIs, and its throughput is almost
identical to that of the optimal procecure. Figure 7 shows
that on the average, TR,A = 0.9987TR,O (for Scenario 1)
and TR,A = 0.9964TR,O (for Scenario 2).
The black bars in Fig. 7 (Scenario 1) shows 156Mbps ≤
TR,L ≤ 250.2Mbps for fixed L values, where the best
performance occurs at L = 1/3 and the worst performance
occurs at L = 2. On the other hand, TR,A = 282.1Mbps,
and the adaptive procedure always outperforms the fixed
approach.
The white bars in Fig. 7 (Scenario 2) shows 156Mbps ≤
TR,L ≤ 221.7Mbps for fixed L values, where the best
performance occurs at L = 2/3 and the worst performance
occurs at L = 2. On the other hand, TR,A = 227.7Mbps,
and the adaptive procedure always outperforms the fixed
approach.
The above experiments indicate that the LWR selection
rule can be used to effectively produce nearly maximum
throughput for splitting LWA.

5 Conclusion
This paper implemented the LWA user plane at the eNB,
and investigated how the LWR for a split DRB affects the
throughput performance. We showed that if a small LWR
is selected when the WLAN throughput is high, then most
packets sent from the LWA eNB to the UE through WLAN
need to be buffered and may be lost when the UE buffer
is full. On the other hand, if a large LWR is selected when
the WLAN throughput is low, the LTE packets need to be
buffered. Based on WLAN RSSI, we proposed a simple
LWR selection rule, where for a specific RSSI, we can
easily determine the optimal LWR by the pure maximum

throughputs of LTE and WLAN. This rule is validated by
the measurement experiments. On the other hand, if the
LTE signal is not stable, the LWR selection rule can be
designed based on the LTE RSSI value. Our study indicated
that for the optimal LWR of a specific RSSI selected by
the proposed rule, the measured LWA throughputs are about
98.07 percent of the predicted values. Based on the LWR
selection rule, we implemented an adaptive LWA routing
algorithm at the RRM and the PDCP of the eNB. The
performance of the adaptive algorithm is evaluated through
measurements. Our performance study indicated that the
throughput of the adaptive LWA algorithm is about 99.14
percent of the optimal values, and the packet loss rates are
less than 0.0042 percent. Our future work will extend the
LWA user plane implementation for the 5G Non-Standalone
Architecture (NSA).
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Science and Technology (MOST) 106N490, 106-2221-E- 009-049MY2, 107-2221-E-009-039, “Center for Open Intelligent Connectivity” of National Chiao Tung University and Ministry of Education,
Taiwan, R.O.C.

Appendix: Packet loss performance
This Appendix describes how to compute the packet loss in
LWA. We calculate the packet loss according to the PDCP
Status Report obtained from the UE [12]. The parameters
used to calculate the packet loss are described as follows.
•

•

The First Missing PDCP Sequence Number (FMS) is
the sequence number (SN) of the first missed PDCP
PDU. If no missed PDU is found, the FMS is set to
the SN of the next PDU to be transmitted. We note
that a missed PDU may not be lost. This PDU may be
delivered out-of-order, and will be received later.
The Bitmap records the receiving status (i.e., 0 for
missed and 1 for received) of PDUs with the SNs
following the FMS. If there is no out-of-order PDUs,
the Bitmap is empty. We use Fig. 8 as an example
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a

FMS

Bitmap

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Sequence number

b

FMS

Bitmap

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Sequence number

c

FMS

Bitmap

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Sequence number

Fig. 8 The relationship between the FMS and the Bitmap: a FMS = 2; b FMS = 5 (PDU 2 is lost); c FMS = 5 (PDU 2 is received)

•

•

to illustrate the relationship between the FMS and the
Bitmap, where the Bitmap size is 8 (in ITRI LWA, the
Bitmap size is 16384). In Fig. 8a, PDUs 0-10 are sent to
the UE and PDUs 2, 5 and 7 are missed. At this point,
the FMS and the Bitmap of the PDCP Status Report are
2 and 11010111, respectively.
PDCP Status reporting periodicity ts specifies the
period of PDCP Status Report sending [15], which is
configured by the RRC/RRM. The period is set to 20
ms in our experiments.
PDCP reordering timer tr is configured by the RRC/
RRM. The UE’s PDCP starts this timer when it detects
a missed PDU [15]. If the PDU indicated by the FMS is
not received when tr expires, then it is considered lost.
On the other hand, if the PDU indicated by the FMS is
received before tr expires, then tr is stopped by the UE.
In Fig. 8a, suppose that tr expires and PDU 2 is still
not received by the UE. Then PDU 2 is considered lost,
and the FMS pointer is moved to the next missed PDU
specified in Bitmap, which is PDU 5 (Fig. 8b). When
the FMS is updated, the received packets between the
previous FMS = 2 and the next FMS = 5 (i.e., PDUs 3
and 4) are sent from the PDCP layer to the IP layer in
the UE. On the other hand, if PDU 2 is received before
tr expires, then tr is stopped. The FMS pointer is moved
to PDU 5 (Fig. 8c), and the packets received before the
next FMS (5) (i.e., PDUs 2, 3 and 4) are sent to the
upper layer.

We conducted experiments to measure the throughput
under different tr values, and use these results to select an

Fig. 9 Effects of tr on the
throughput

appropriate tr period. The curves in Fig. 9 show that the
maximum LWA throughput is reached when tr is 60 ms.
Since tr and ts may not be synchronized (i.e., tr is triggered
by the UE when a PDU is missed, while ts is triggered by the
UE to periodically send PDCP Status Reports to the eNB), tr
should not be shorter than 60 ms. However, a longer period
of the PDCP reordering timer implies a larger PDCP buffer
size in the receiving end. In ITRI LWA, we set tr to 80 ms to
prevent from miscalculation of packet loss, while the buffer
size is not too large.
Through tr and ts , the packet loss is determined at the
Routing subtask in the PDCP. When the eNB receives
[tr /ts ] PDCP Status Reports with the same FMS and the
Bitmaps are not empty, the PDU indicated by the FMS is
considered lost. Because tr and ts are set to 80 ms and
20 ms, respectively, we consider the PDU indicated by the
FMS is lost after [tr /ts ] = 4 PDCP Status Reports with
the same FMS value are received. Therefore, the packet loss
calculation procedure is proposed as follows.
Let Si = F MSi , Bi be the ith PDCP Status Report
received by the eNB, where F MSi and Bi are the ith FMS
and Bitmap, respectively. Suppose that there is no missed
PDU when the UE sends Si to the eNB, then F MSi is the
SN of the last received PDU plus one, and Bi is empty.
Suppose that a PDU is missed before Si+1 is issued, then
when the missed PDU is detected by the UE, tr is triggered.
When the eNB receives Si+1 from the UE, it finds that Bi+1
is not empty, F MSi+1 ≥ F MSi , and a counter C at the
Routing subtask is set to 1. This counter is used to record the
number of PDCP Status Reports received during a tr period.
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Then the eNB continues to receive Si+2 , where one of the
following three cases occurs.
Case 1. Bi+2 is empty. In this case, tr has been stopped by
the UE before Si+2 is issued, and one of following two
subcases occurs.
Case 1.1. If C ≥ [tr /ts ], the PDU indicated by
F MSi+1 is considered lost.
Case 1.2. If C < [tr /ts ], the PDU indicated by
F MSi+1 and the subsequent PDUs are received.
In either case, F MSi+2 is the SN of the next PDU
to be received, and the PDUs with the SNs between
F MSi+1 and F MSi+2 are sent from the PDCP layer
to the IP layer in the UE.
Case 2. Bi+2 is not empty and F MSi+2 = F MSi+1 . In
this case, the PDU indicated by F MSi+1 has not been
received. C is incremented by one.
Case 3. Bi+2 is not empty and F MSi+2  = F MSi+1 . In
this case, F MSi+2 is the SN of the next missed PDU,
which implies that tr has expired and been retriggered
before Si+2 is issued. Therefore, C is reset to 1 after one
of the following two subcases occurs.
Case 3.1. If C ≥ [tr /ts ], the PDU indicated by
F MSi+1 is considered lost (e.g., Fig. 8b).
Case 3.2. If C < [tr /ts ], the PDU indicated by
F MSi+1 has been received (e.g., Fig. 8c).
We conducted experiments to calculate the WLAN packet
loss rates and the results are shown in Fig. 4.
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